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SYNTBESE:

Les données du contrôle non destructif sur site présentent des caractéristiques
qui requièrent les techniques les plus sophistiquées du traitement du signal et de
l'image.

Chaque étape du processus global d'extraction de l'information demande à être
optimisée, via des approches récentes comme la décomposition et la modélisation des
données, la compression, la fusion de capteurs et les systèmes à base de connaissances.
Ceci peut être fait grâce à la transformée en ondelettes, la formulation des problèmes
inverses, les algorithmes normalisés de compression, la détection et l'estimation
conjointes, les réseaux de neurones et les systèmes experts. Ces techniques sont
brièvement présentées au travers de quelques applications d'Electricité de France ou de
résultats récents publiés dans la littérature.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

Non destructive testing data from in-service inspections have specific features
that require the most sophisticated techniques of signal and image processing.

Each step in the overall information extraction process must be optimized by
using recent approaches such like data decomposition and modélisation, compression,
sensor fusion and knowledge based systems. This can be achieved by means of wavelet
transform, inverse problems formulation, standard compression algorithms, combined
detection and estimation, neural networks and expert systems. These techniques are
briefly presented through a number of Electricité de France applications or through
recent literature results.
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SPECIFIC FEATURES OF NDT DATA AND PROCESSING ALGORITHMS :
NEW REMEDIES TO OLD ILLS

B. GEORGEL
Électricité de France
Direction des Études et Recherches,
département Surveillance, Diagnostic, Maintenance
6 quai Watier
F-78400 CHATOU, FRANCE

Introduction : Non Destructive Testing at Électricité de France

Électricité de France (EDF) is a national company in charge of production and distribution
of electricity in France. In 1992 EDF had thirty-four 900 MW-reactors and twenty 1300
MW-reactors of the same nuclear technology (PWR's). To be exhaustive one must add
several 1400 MW-reactors of a new generation ("palier N4") and numerous coal or fuel-
fired power stations. This large electricity program makes EDF the biggest utility in the
world and raises France's energy independence up to 50 % [I]. Electricity production is
mainly nuclear (75 %).
Non destructive testing plays a vital role in the overall maintenance program of EDF.
Many types of components are concerned : steam generators (SG), casted elbows, vessel,
pressurizer, turbine blades. In service inspection (ISI) is performed mainly by ultrasonics
(US), eddy currents (EC) and gammagraphy (y) [2]. Roughly speaking US is aimed at
vessel and nozzles testing, EC at tubes and y at nozzles, bent parts of the primary circuit
and welds.



1. Stating the problem

This paper deals with the difficulty inherent in non destructive testing (NDT) data
processing and .the dramatic increase in performance that can be (and will be) achieved
thanks to the new signal and image processing (SIP) techniques.
The idea that only sophisticated and complementary methods of information processing

will make it possible to face the specific challenges of NDT has already been expressed in
[U]. But space considerations in that paper precluded discussion of very interesting
though more recent topics such as data modélisation and decomposition, compression,
data fusion, cooperation betweeen numeric and symbolic representations.
So the main point of this paper is the following : there is no hope to solve the difficult

problems of NDT by means of brute force techniques. As a first objective, routine tasks
can be automatized in order to avoid operators1 fatigue and errors. This is not easy to
achieve, either because of the amount of data or because of noise and artifacts. As pointed
out in [11], NDT data often are corrupted by noise. Moreover noise doesn't obey models
that are easy to treat mathematically. It is amusing that such an application field whose
name is defined by a negation ('non' destructive testing) generates data that also are 'non
something' : non stationary, non linear, non gaussian, etc !
Even more challenging is diagnosis (feature extraction, classification, interpretation). To
demonstrate the need of NDT for new methods whose performances are related to
complexity of data the following sections will discuss some issues that can help enhancing
processing and interpretation of real world NDT situations. These sophisticated methods
will be new remedies to old UIs.
Some results presented below come from EDF's experience in NDT, some others don't. In

this case a comprehensive survey of recent literature is given. References [12] and [13] will
also be useful to the reader. Our presentation starts from the requirements and then details
some relevant algorithms to fulfil them. We will successively talk about data
decomposition and modélisation, compression and computer aided diagnosis.

2. Data Decomposition

NDT field operators seldom are familiar with tools that mathematicians call 'transforms' :
they better use A-scans, Lissajous diagrams and photographs than Fourier, EQlbert or
Wigner-Ville decompositions. However no-one can contest that Fourier mapping between
time ( or space ) domain and frequency ( 'spectral' ) domain is now a basic tool to analyse
signals and images, providing a deep insight into periodic or random phenomena (Fourier
is ideal for stationary phenomena). But more recently a revolution has occurred : it is
called -wavelets. Wavelet decomposition is a transform that replaces Fourier decomposition
when analysing non stationary phenomena such as transients. Indeed wavelet is just a
collective name for a number of parent operators, ranging from continous wavelets
discovered by Morlet (1984) up to discrete orthogonal wavelets of Meyer, Daubechies,
Mallat. Wavelet analysis is well suited to phenomena that can be examined at different



scales, more or less like fractals are convenient to represent phenomena that are self
similar.
Briefly speaking the idea of wavelet transform is to replace the famous Fourier relation :

-linrf

by X(a,b) =

Wavelet decomposition now has numerous potential applications like analysis, denoising,
compression of very different signals coming from turbulence or astronomy. Wavelets are
fascinating because of the following reasons :
i) the theory unifies numerous discoveries in a coherent framework, both in 'time' (back to
the Haar basis -1909- !) and in 'space' (function theory, quantum theory, quadrature mirror
filters, pyramid decomposition, multiresolution analysis, windowed Fourier analysis, time-
frequency analysis),
ii) it has tight connections with fractals, noise filtering, compression,
iii) Meyer and his coworkers have proposed -wavelet packets and a general scheme for
choosing optimally the best basis to decompose a given signal for a given purpose [21].

NDT is not in such an advanced position. Few attemps have been made to apply wavelets
to M)T signals, although they contain transients. In [22] the Meyer- Jaffard wavelet is used
to detect under-cladding cracks by means of echography. Discrimination is based on the
fact that a crack response is the second derivative of the incident signal, which results in a
double peak hi the representation. This work is a good illustration of the versatility of the
method because discrete wavelet decomposition is computed not only for integer indices
but also for fractional ones, exhibiting distinct peaks in the region of interest.

3. Data Modélisation

In this section we will present an approach where one considers that information is not
entirely contained in the available data and hence that ' a priori ' information could be
gathered from external knowledge and thus incorporated into the problem solving
procedure. Sources of a priori information can be various : constraints on data (e.g. image
values are positive), results from a finite elements software, hints about noise nature (e.g.
noise is Gaussian orPoisson-like), knowledge about materials or types of degradation (e.g.
cracks are likely to be aligned).
The second step is to convert prior information into an appropriate function in order to
deal the same manner with both raw data and prior information. This is called
'modélisation* (in a somewhat restricted sense). It can use deterministic (e.g. smooth
functions) or stochastic (e.g. Gaussian distributions) tools.



Data modélisation is a very general approach ; it finds application in restoration,
reconstruction, inversion, etc. As a general rule the more relevant the model is, the more
performant the results are.
We will discuss two approaches recently used for reconstruction purposes. Both tend to
compensate for a lack of data. Their common objective is to reconstruct in 3 dimensions
the volume surrounding a potential flaw in a thick wall steel tubing, given only 3 noisy
projections (radiographs).

3.1. A STOCHASTICMODEL

This is based on inverse problems theory. The unknown f (representing values of object
voxels) can be found by resolving

p = A.f+n (3.1.1)

where p stands for projections (2D-radiographs) and n for noise.
Among the various methods that can be investigated (analytic reconstruction

— Convolution BackProjection — , discrete deterministic Algebraic Reconstruction
Technique — ART — , ART combined with a Markov modélisation, etc) the most powerful
in the case of very few projections available are the Bayesian statistical methods :
i) object and noise properties are taken into account by means of probability distributions
(each part of a radiograph is considered as a particular realization of a 2D-random
process),
ii) one chooses the solution of lowest expected cost using the Bayes theorem :

a posteriori probability P(F = /|A = X) = P(A = AF = A^ = /> (3 j 2)

where F is the unknown and A the input (both are random processes). One assumes that
values read on radiographs (p) equal photon counts (A,), ie

A classical choice is to search for f that maximises the a posteriori probability (MAP) :

A) (3.1.3)
MAP

Our goal is to introduce models into (3.1.3). Using (3.1.2), the following equation is
derived from (3.1.3):



A

AfIP
f = argmax{log?(A = A|F = /)+logP(F = /)}

J MAP f

(3.1.4)

This equation allows for a balancing effect between two terms : the first one encourages
solutions which match the observed data (this is equivalent to a maximum likelihood
estimation, but the solution may have properties which are incompatible with the material
to be imaged), as the second one encourages solutions which have higher probabilities
under the prior model assumed [31].
The mathematical choice for Z-(A]/) is dictated by physical setting (due to 3.1.1. it is
simply L(n), ie a model for noise). A reasonable approximation is

-i(- A./y .£>.(- A/) (3.1.5)

which is a quadratic in the entries off.

The prior density of the object P(F=f) is a much more subjective matter. We will choose
Markov random fields (MRF) because pixels in our radiographs depend only on a small
neighbourhood. This leads to :

ceC

where V is a potential over the sets c (pairs of neighbouring pixels). This is an application
of the Hammersley-Clifford theorem (equivalence between MRF and Gibbs distributions).
Gaussian MRF can be used but they are not a good model for many realistic objects,
although they are well suited to easy calculations. We will prefer generalized Gaussian
MRF for which:

= /) =

To sum up the global procedure becomes
find the minimum of

v\f-f i)4
K { J n

•with 1 < q £ 2 and (3 is a weighting between the two terms of the criterion.



This can be solved by a Gauss-Seidel procedure and provides satisfactory results for both
simulated and real world situations with few projections, thus proving the interest of
adequate models when few data are available. Yet some work is still needed to take into
account such phenomena as non-point source or scattering [32].

3.2. A GEOMETRIC MODEL

Assume the flaw is unique and threadlike. Its ideal skeleton will be approximated by a
continous curve CD of R3. © will be found by minimizing an 'energy1 U. Starting from an
initial curve o°, a sequence of a1, co2, ... will converge to the desired <a. The method is
known as 'snakes' because the initial guess about CD is iteratively distorted or bent to give
an admissible approximation of o. At each step minimising U will tend to decrease
distance between actual projections of the flaw on radiographs and projections calculated
according to a simple y-ray propagation law.
In the original algorithm developed in [33], co is decomposed on a cubic splines basis B as:

(O = Bd (in matrix form).

The Expectation-Maximisation method of Dempster is used to get a maximum likelihood
estimate of o from incomplete data. At step (k+1), the solution hi 0 is :

f , g)

where g represents initial information (raw data or edges detected by an operator).
First experiments show that this method is efficient in reconstructing the skeleton of a
flaw (and hence its orientation), as long as prior information remains realistic : thin isolated
flaw, no scattering. A generalisation to multiple flaws is in progress.

4. Compression

Compression will be hi the next future a major challenge in NDT as it has been in remote
sensing, in digital telecommunications and more recently in medical imaging.
The need for compression comes from two trends in NDT : first, long term storage of

digitized information, secondly, efficient transmission between on-site workstations and
central diagnosis facilities. We will mainly comment on the storage objective.
Compression is a question of how much we accept to lose hi order to decrease the

amount of values needed to correctly represent a signal or an image. It is implicit hi the
process of compression that measured data include some kind of redundancy so that a
tricky coding could be efficient. Most users (in NDT but not only) cannot figure out that
high rate compression implies choices (what feature of my data collection could be



discarded ? what are the very meaningful parameters in my problem ?...). Otherwise one is
lead to non lossy schemes and these have limited performance ( compression rate typically
T < 3 ). Not to mention is the fact that if data are to be used for human diagnosis tasks they
must be compressed without loss. Another important point is to adapt theoretical results to
actual data to compress and therefore to test them on real data. In particular each class of
algorithms is dedicated to a specific type of data and degree of freedom for the
implementation (images with or without textures, real time specifications, required
resolution for reconstruction, etc).
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fig 1. general block-diagram of compression algorithms

An overal compression scheme comprises different fonctionnai blocks (see fig.l). We will
only comment on the first one (model based transformations).
Today image compression benefits from a great job done by an ad'hoc working group
named JPEG (for Jouit Photographic Experts Group). This group has adopted a number of
SIP algorithms for coding fixed images and proposed them as an ISO international
standard. Among them the DCT one (for Discrete Cosine Transform) has become famous.
As such it is far from new ! DCT is just the even part of a discrete Fourier transform
calculated on 8 by 8 blocks of the image. In fact the JPEG standard is a set of four very
different procedures including DCT, hierarchical DCT, progressive DCT and non lossy
differential pulse code modulation (DPCM). The DCT transforms a 8x8 block of image
ima (x,y) into JMA(u,v) according to :

Tittr \ nrMA(u,v) = CO \ fj/)cos( ,)cos(
jr=0>-=0

with C(U), CM = -j=if H, v = O and O otherwise
V2

Another method is known as LZW (for Lempel, Ziev and Welch). It is implemented in the
routine 'compress' on every UNIX system.

Other types of data or other requirements in terms of quality (compression rate, block
effect, etc) may ask for other transforms. The wavelet decomposition (see section 2) is one



of the most promising one. It often performs better than the DCT [41],[42] : the results in
[42] although focused on landscape images show a dramatic increase in quality -when using
wavelet packets instead of JPEG (for t = 30), while [41] compares the different versions
of JPEG, LZW and two implementations of wavelets (laplacian pyramid decomposition,
QMF dyadic wavelet). The conclusion is the following : wavelet coding overcomes JPEG
drawbacks (block effect), reaches compression rates as high as JPEG and allows more
versatility, but it is not standard as JPEG is, it is not implemented in low cost boards and it
is also more tune consuming. For NDT (like for medical applications) it is vital that not
only some subjective visual quality could be achieved, but also given figures of merit hi
order to allow for further processing and interpretation. Non lossy JPEG is therefore a
good choice. If losses are allowed, the new algorithms (wavelets, fractals) are worth being
considered.

5. Computer Aided Diagnosis

The final aim of any NDT procedure is diagnosis (what type of flaw, where, of what
dimension ?), although fracture mechanics and return of experience have also to be
considered in an overall maintenance program.
It is now clear that only an aid to diagnosis is possible, not an automated diagnosis. Not
only individual powerful techniques such as sensor fusion, classification (section 5.1. to
5.3), are necessary, but also cooperation between them.
Computer aided diagnosis (CADIA) can be addressed through different approaches :

classification or pattern recognition (classical such like K-nearest neighbours with distance
reject or novel such like neural networks), data inversion (classical such like numerical
optimisation or novel such like symbolic optimisation [56]), artificial intelligence.
The versatility needed when dealing with these issues is well illustrated by [53] and [55]

among others.
In [53] the authors describe two very different methods to analyse eddy current SG data :
the first one is an attempt to solve an inverse problem (the probe response to a small defect
is modeled as a Gaussian curve) and to recover physical (electrical) parameters of the
material from EC measurements (impedances). The second one considers a Lissajous
pattern as an image and applies a neural network technique ('retina') to classify artifact
types. Unfortunately these results concern only testbench data. An interesting idea of
combining both methods is proposed.
Another attempt with the same kind of data is described in [55] : the authors propose a

three-level automatic diagnosis system whose implementation on a commercial Unix-
workstation is in progress. Lissajous figures are coded according to a Freeman-like
technique and fed to a syntactic logic (a grammar is used to select potential flaw-events).
Then a multilayer backpropagation neural network is able to classify events as flaw or not.
A final level based on deep heuristic knowledge of human experts is dedicated to flaw
characteristics estimation. Although this ambitious program seems to be only at the
beginning, its aim and orientation remarkably fit in with the spirit of this paper and of [58].



5.1. SENSORFUSION

When every single method of NDT has been optimized a natural idea is to combine them in
order to take advantage of complementary characteristics : for example a given component
can be inspected both by US and by X-ray. Each NDT technique has its own range of
performance, its precision, its limitations. Data fusion is an attempt at doing better
information extraction from heterogeneous data properly mixed together.
Data fusion is not a new mathematical theory. It takes its roots in probability, possibility,
evidence, fuzzy logic, artificial intelligence theories and revisits the classical items of
statistical detection, estimation, 3D-reconstruction, interpretation.

This point of view is new in NDT where US, EC and X-radiography are traditionally
separate specialities, but has been promoted long ago by the battle field community (C3I
for Command, Control, Communication and Intelligence). The objective is to take the best
decision, given a number of partially redundant sources of information (radar, infra-red
sensors, video camera, etc), without overloading the operator nor system capacities : a
reliable information of one sensor can compensate for the lack of precision or resolution of
some other. More recently data fusion has also been used in robotics and medical imaging.
The question of how to fuse data is obviously open, as well as the level at which

combination has to be done : raw data level, detection results level or decision-making
level (conflict solving) ? Fusion can also take into account other sources of knowledge (eg
computer aided design data or finite elements software results).
NDT could benefit of these new ideas, for example US data could be used as initialisation

for 3D reconstruction. The European project TRAPPIST (for Transfer, Processing and
Interpretation of 3D NDT data in a standard environment) is a first step towards a versatile
environment allowing multiple sources fusion, although this fusion will be only a graphical
combination in the first version of the prototype [51], [57].

5.2. CLASSIFICATION

Classification has been tried long ago in all cases where computers were supposed to be
able to mimic human : speech, hand written characters, scenes recognition. Three classes
of algorithms were used : statistical, syntactic pattern recognition.
A sudden revival of these topics has been motivated in the early eighties by the work of

Hopfield (1982) and discovery of the generalized delta rule (1985). Numerous papers
have been published about neural networks (ANN), trying to assess their superiority over
classical methods, in terms of either performance or speed, to understand their internal way
of learning and generalizing, to establish whether or not input data have to be pre-
processed, etc.
Ten years after many people agree that, as far as classification of NDT data is concerned,

ANN are equivalent to known methods, but faster if dedicated processors can be used. In
fact in industrial situations difficulty doesn't come from algorithms but from the lack of
representative data. Several experiments at EDF (with EC signals, 7 images and also



vibration measurements on reactor components and gears) illustrate this conclusion. It is
also the conclusion in [54]. Windsor et al. have found that no pre-processing is needed and
that performance is of no use to choose a method for a real world application (they
propose instead speed, ease of use or implementation).

5.3. KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS

In the field of infra-red thermography, SEQUOIA [52] is a very attractive example of what
could be aimed hi terms of CADIA. when combining different kinds of data, methods and
knowledge. First a geometrical model of the sample under inspection is built from
computer-aided design. Then a theoretical model of thermal effects is used to discriminate
between different regions on a thermogram. Several data processing algorithms are
applied: filtering, compensation for thermal variations, subtraction of a reference image,
elimination of background, segmentation. Segmented images are registered to CAD
images and finally relevant parameters are extracted and fed to an expert system.
Validation experiments have proved good behaviour. Processing times seem pretty short (a
few minutes) without special hardware. Complementary use of more precise sensors and of
video camera is planned. The authors conclude that such a system can be developed for
radioscopy, shearography and US as well. Obviously this is a belief shared by the authors
of[51], [57] and [58].

Conclusion

We have presented the most recent techniques of information processing applied to non
destructive testing problems. Their performances obviously come from better mathematical
taking into account of information that is not provided by the data themselves. Reasonable
hints about data structure may lead to wavelet decomposition ; hypotheses about noise and
flaws characteristics allow for powerful geometric or stochastic models ; choices
concerning what is worth storing in signals or images, provide efficient compression
schemes ; combination of complementary MDT methods can enhance dramatically
individual processing techniques ; adequate embedding of both signal processing and NDT
expertises into smart architectures dedicated to aided diagnosis will permit to face new
challenges due to ever increasing amount of data and required reliability of inspections.
Specialists of NDT and signal processing must join their efforts to solve difficult industrial
problems with more and more powerful algorithms, and particularly to implement full
scale, realistic demonstrators.
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